The human cortical visual system is organized into 81%, demonstrating that IPLϩSTG patients were actwo major pathways: a dorsal stream projecting to the tively attempting to identify T1 in the dual-report task. superior parietal lobe (SPL), considered to be critical haps because of the relatively slow sequences used that the human IPLϩSTG makes an important contricompared to studies in younger subjects (see the Experbution to nonspatial perception, and this is consistent imental Procedures) or the small sample size of our with a role that is neither strictly "dorsal" nor "ventral" group. Mean T1 identification for the SPL group was [11]. We propose instead that the IPLϩSTG has a top-91%, demonstrating that, like the IPL patients, they were down control role, contributing to the functions of both actively engaged in identifying T1. T2 detection in the dorsal and ventral visual systems.
Figure 1. Attentional Blink Paradigm
An example of a typical sequence, showing only some of the stimuli (all subtending ‫4.1ف‬Њ in height and 0.7Њ in width from a viewing distance of 35 cm). All sequences contained only one white letter (T1 or Target 1), which is an "N" in this case. All other stimuli were black. The number of items before T1 varied between 7 and 15. T2 (Target 2) was always a black "X". In this example, T2 is shown as the third letter in the nine-letter sequence following T1. Sequences of stimuli were similar in dual-and single-report trials, but participants were asked to make different types of reports. In dual-report trials, at the end of a sequence, they reported the identity of the white letter (T1) as well as reported whether a black "X" (T2) had been present. In singlereport trials, at the end of a sequence, they had to report only whether a black "X" (T2) had been present. Responses were unspeeded, with the experimenter typing in the reports made by the patients and starting the next sequence thereafter. Ten sequences were displayed in each block of trials, with subjects being told at the beginning of each block whether it was a dual-or single-report block. comparison is confounded by hemispheric differences. To address this issue directly, we looked at the performance of a group of three right hemisphere IPLϩSTG patients ( Figure 2C ). All of these patients had left-sided visual neglect, as determined by performance on standard cancellation and line bisection tests [13, 14]. They were part of a larger group of patients with neglect that we studied previously using the attentional blink paradigm [7] , but their data has not previously been presented separately.
These right IPLϩSTG patients showed a protracted and deep impairment in detecting T2 in the dual-report condition ( Figure 3C) presented after T1.
system may be particularly critical [11] . The data preof the IPS [31] , so this region is likely to be part of the dorsal system. Second, two of the SPL patients in our sented here would be quite compatible with such a proposal. However, we propose an alternative view and study misreached to visual targets (optic ataxia), and this is considered to be a "dorsal impairment" [1]. The suggest instead that the IPLϩSTG has a role in the top-down control of visual and visuomotor processing. area of damage common to both individuals was the superior convexity of the SPL, but one patient's lesion Specifically, we suggest that it biases information flow within both the ventral and dorsal streams. did encroach on the superomedial IPS, so both of these regions may be part of the human dorsal system. In How could such a model explain the abnormal deployment of visuotemporal attention in IPLϩSTG patients? monkey, the parietal reach region is situated in a homologous location, on the superior convexity and extending Work in healthy individuals suggests that the attentional blink reflects impaired selection of critical items (i.e., to the superomedial IPS [32] . 
